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Dr. Neubauer 
 
Write AT LEAST ONE OR TWO SOLID PARAGRAPH in each of the two first-level APA heading identified 
below. The paper must be written and formatted in APA style as explained below.  Citations, references, 
headers, and page numbers are not required. However, if you need to make attributions, do so using 
APA style for both citations and references. Your name must appear on the first page. Please use an APA 
style cover page. Submit your paper in D2L as either a Word document or an Adobe PDF file by the due 
date in the syllabus. Here is a guide to APA style.  
 
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/section/2/10/ 
 
In your paper, identify a problem that you believe to be a need for a public policy, at the national, state, 
local or organizational level. (If I affirm it, you can use the same problem as in Assignment 1 and even 
use the same first one or two paragraphs in this assignment.) Explain the problem and why you believe a 
new policy is needed and the relevant unit of government. What is the problem or opportunity that you 
believe needs to be addressed as a matter of policy? What is the goal that your proposed policy would 
be intended to achieve? BEGIN WITH THE PROBLEM, NOT THE POLICY PRESCRIPTION.  
 
This assignment is not intended to address the details of how the policy would be designed and 
implemented. Focus on the identification and explanation of a need for a policy to address a problem, 
and on how to advocate effectively for your identified need for a policy, this time to a legislative body 
that contains mostly members who are not likely to favor trying to address the problem you perceive to 
need a policy to address it. 
 
Again, this assignment is largely about “framing” your communications to elected political leaders. 
 
Your paper does not require an abstract. The first-level headings in your paper must include the 
following. Second or third level headings are not required in this assignment. Keep the structure of your 
paper simple. Citations and references are optional. 
 
Cover page – Create a standard APA style cover page. Do not include content not required ay APA style.  
 
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/560/01/ 
 
Page numbers and running head are not required. 
 
Use proper APA level-one heading. ( see https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/560/16/) 
 
You don’t need an abstract for this assignment. Have a one-paragraph introduction. According the APA 
style, there is no level-one heading for an introduction. It is okay to included one in this paper. 

 
First level-one heading (although not specified in APA guidelines). 
 

https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/section/2/10/
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/560/16/


Identification and Explanation of a Problem  
and Identification of Relevant Unit of Government 

 
Second APA level-one heading. 
 

Statement of Advocacy appropriately Framed to Members of Legislative Body 
 

Rubric: (based on possible grade of 100) 
 

 Missing or very weak Needs development 
 

Good to excellent 
 

Correct use of APA 
cover page, level-one 
headings, spacing, 
margins, and font 

minus 10 minus 5 minus 0 

Well written sentences, 
paragraphs, spelling 
and grammar 

minus 10 minus 5 minus 0 

Clear and reasonable 
identification of a 
needed policy in the 
context of this 
assignment; and the 
political context 
(national, state, or 
local) 

minus 50 
WILL REQUIRE 
STARTING OVER 

minus 20 minus 0 

Reasonable framing of 
advocacy members of 
the legislative branch 

minus 20 minus 10 minus 0 

 


